
Problem
Buildings account for over 40% of global power consumption, yet only 7% of buildings in the
US have any kind of power consumption controls1.  The smart lighting market is estimated to
be worth $2.6 billion today, but it’s expected to grow to $9.1bn by 2020 according to
Mckinsey2.

Solution
Pollight's objective is to optimize energy use for comfort and energy savings. Pollight's open
protocol power line communication (PLC) based building management system (BMS) allows
seamless central control of:

 HVAC

 Lighting

 Emergency lighting

 Sensors

 Other end devices

Thereby yielding significant energy, maintenance cost savings and improved functionality for
building owners.

This is a big audacious goal, a potential game changer and a signature "start-up nation"
idea.

The major difference between Pollight’s solution and competitors is our technologically
superior open Command and Control PLC based system with the following advantages

 Management of multiple building functions

 Retrofits on existing buildings (ease of installation / wireless)

 Open protocol (interconnection with other BMS's, flexibility)

 Ultra-Reliable

 Flexible & Scalable to 1000's of devices over greater distances

 Low cost

 Secure – built-in encryption

Pollight's building management system is based on leveraging the advantages of PLC, a
robust communication protocol applied to total building automation. Pollight's PLC modems
can be integrated into most building terminal devices (HVAC, emergency lighting and central
lighting). While using existing building power infrastructure it is cost efficient, easy to install
and an ideal solution for retrofitting older buildings.

Pollight building management system offers building owners and occupants significant
energy savings from the more intelligent use of cooling and heating resources, advanced
lighting control including real-time testing of emergency systems, less maintenance hours

1
http://gigaom.com/2010/08/24/will-zigbee-rule-networked-lighting/

2 http://www.ledsmagazine.com/articles/print/volume-8/issue-9/features/lighting-market-report-predicts-strong-growth-for-led-
lighting-magazine.html
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and replacement parts and overall higher level of building management efficiency. Pollight
expects to achieve overall power consumption reduction of 30-40%.

Pollight is in the final stages of development with significant interest from a UK distributor
and a beta site lined up with a building owner in Israel.

We see a real business need from potential clients who cannot wait and are buying
technologically inferior products to ours. In Israel alone, we see low hanging fruit US$2-
3m/year in sales which will enable us to springboard to European markets in the following
year.

We are inviting investors to share in this exciting growth story and are looking to raise
US$500k.


